
Product Details:
Model name:  F998DV tourmaline ceramic barrel curling wand
Shell material:  PET
MOQ:  1-100, 000pcs
Product size:  410mm length * width 45 mm
Advantage:  Clipless barrel, ceramic barrel
Barrel:  Straight barrel, ceramic barrel
Wire label:  Customized
Technical label:  Customized
Package:  Shoebox
Main markets:  Western Europe, Southeast Asia, Middle East, North America 
Number of employees:  150-200 people
Annual turnover:  USD50-200 million

F998DV catalog with tourmaline ceramic barrel:
Creating smooth, natural looking curls and waves with F998DV tourmaline ceramic barrel curling wand,
clipless curling iron.
Forget tugging, breaking and ceased hair by the conventional clamp curling iron. And go clipless for flawless,
awe-inspiring hair!

F998DV tourmaline ceramic curling wand more details:
Barrel type can be changed, we can add the variety according to your requirement.
Colors can also be customized, such as chrome color or gold color.



Giftbox of F998DV tourmaline ceramic barrel curling wand:
Magnetic giftbox, with paper inner stand. Luxury and nice.

 

F998DV tourmaline ceramic barrel curling wand marketing selling points:
The best hair curling wands, tested and loved by the Red beauty team, plus more beauty ideas and frequently
updated beauty trends.
LED adjustable temperature display
Exclusive Ultra Polished Tourmaline Ceramic barrel for the smoothest, long lasting curls
Quick heating to 410F (210C) for all hair textures
Unique ceramic heating technology for faster heat-up time and more consistent temperature
Worldwide Voltage 100-240V - Use your styler in any country
Heat resistant glove, protect your hands from getting burned
2 year warranty
Automatic sleep mode - Auto shut off after 1 hour.



9 foot (3Meter) Professional swivel cord

Packaging & Delivery:

Packaging details:

* Giftbox packing
* 6.5 Size GB * 30.5.4 cm
* 24pcs/ctn
* Carton size: 44 * 19.6 * 21.4 cm
* G.W.: 16.2 KG
* N.W.: 6.0 KG
* 1 * 20GP: 14500pcs
* 1 * 40GP: 29000pcs

Delivery details: 30 days after the deposit

Benefits of tourmaline ceramic barrel:
Plug in and turn on the curling wand, waiting to heat up.
Ceramic wands
This type of wand delivers a smooth feel and moves effortlessly over your hair, ensuring that it does not tangle
in the process. The distribution of heat is uniform, ensuring that each curl evens out at the same temperature.
Ceramic curling tools are cheap and stretch resistant. The downside is that they can get incredibly hot and you
will therefore need to take precautions such as protecting your whole hand using gloves that resist heat.
Tourmaline wands
Tourmaline is very general and works for all hair types. It is even good for those hair types that have weathered
the damages caused by poor maintenance. It can take a great deal of heat without becoming overly hot. The
presence of gemstone in the coating prevents the occurrence of friction, ensuring smooth movements and
protecting the hair from pressure that can lead to wear. This material is relatively new when it comes to curling
technologies and removes frizz and static from the curling process. It is heavily used in conjunction with
ceramic.



Other curling wands:
Professional curling wands are available in a variety of barrel sizes and shapes. Discover the latest hair tool
products and trends at FBT, the professional hair curling wand manufacturer, salon use hair curling wand
supplier in China.
Below is a pearl curling wand for your kind reference:
F998P natural looking wave pearl curling wand




